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Solar Control, Safety and Security Window Films: Tech Bulletin

Architectural Film Installation Basics
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Steps

Window film bonds with glass using one of two different 

adhesives either a pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA or PS) or 

clear dry adhesive (CDA). PS adhesive is sticky to the touch 

and creates a mechanical bond with the glass when the 

solution evaporates. CDA film is not sticky to the touch and 

chemically bonds with the glass surface over time. A release 

liner is used to protect the adhesive until the film is installed.  

The basic process for installing film is the same for any window 

and any film. The steps are: Pattern, Prep, Install, and Finish.

  Pattern

 a. Measure the height and width of glass surface.

 b. Add 2” (5cm) to each dimension and cut the 

  film from the box.

(TIP: Cutting film so the top edge has a straight edge (factory 

film edge) greatly eases installation. Using a Filmhandler can 

provide at least 2 straight edges and reduces waste).

 c. Roll film with liner 

  facing inward until 

  the roll is about 2” 

  (5cm) in diameter.

 d. Set rolled film aside 

  to be used later. To 

  prevent unrolling 

  apply tape.

Solar Gard offers many different types of architectural 

window film including solar control, low-e, decorative, 

safety film and Graffitigard. There are many ways to install 

film some are better than others. This document provides 

a best practice approach to the installation of window film 

to ensure best results are achieved. Some products have 

additional installation instructions.

Additional installation Technical Bulletins you 
may find helpful:

 • Graffitigard Film Installation, PDF0250SG25GG

 • Safety Film Installation Guide, PDFPDF0251SS1

 • Outside Weatherable Film Installation, PDF0250SG6

Tools required:

 1. Spray bottle or pressure sprayer

 2. Johnson’s baby shampoo (slip aid)

 3. Lint free towels

 4. White scrubbie pad

 5. Utility knife (snap off blade type)

 6. Razor scraper

 7. Glass cleaning squeegee

 8. Mounting solution removal squeegee

 9. Five-way tool or hard card

Mounting solution

The mounting solution is a key ingredient in successfully 

applying window film. The solution is used to prevent the 

adhesive from sticking to the glass while positioning the 

film during installation. A starting mix is provided in the 

following table. The ratio will depend on adhesive type, 

the environmental conditions as well as slip preference for 

positioning purposes. If the film is sliding to much reduce 

the amount of slip aid, if it is not sliding enough add more. 

Warmer conditions or pressure sensitive (PS) film may 

require more slip aid while clear dry adhesive or cold 

conditions require less slip aid.

Sprayer Type Water J&J (slip aid)

Spray Bottle 1 Quart 1 teaspoon
 (.95 Liter) (5 milliliters)

Small Pressure 2 Quarts 2 teaspoons
Sprayer (1.9 Liters) (10 milliliters)

Large Pressure 3 Gallon 12 teaspoons*
Sprayer (11.4 Liters) (60 milliliters)

* 12 teaspoons = 4 tablespoons



  Prep

 a. Spray solution on the window and use a white 

  scrubbie pad to clean the window.

 b. Squeegee the window from top to bottom.

 c. Spray solution on the window and using a razor 

  scraper (Triumph 6”) scrape the window from top 

  to bottom.

(NOTE: If you hear a scratching sound, STOP using the razor 

scraper and clean only with scrubbie pad.)

 d. Spray solution on the window and wipe the edges 

  and frame with a lint free towel.

 e. Using the cleaning squeegee, squeegee the window 

  from top to bottom.

 f. Repeat cleaning steps as needed until you are 

  confident the window is clean.

  Install

 a. Spray solution on the window so the glass is 

  evenly wet.

(TIP: Do not spray solution into the top edge as contaminants 

can flow down the window.)

 b. Remove liner from the film. Starting the liner removal 

  can be difficult. Place a piece of tape on each side 

  of the film in a corner sandwiching the film between 

  the two pieces of tape. Pull the tape apart to 

  separate the film from the liner. 
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 c. Depending on liner removal method you may need 

  to spray the adhesive surface of the film. Check that 

  no dry spots are on the window or the film and 

  spray as needed. 

 d. Apply film to glass surface aligning the straight 

  edge of the film with the corresponding frame edge. 

  The other edges of the film should overlap the 

  frame about 1” (3cm).

 e. Spray solution on the film and using the solution 

  removal squeegee, squeegee following the strokes 

  in the diagram to tack it to the window.  Squeegee 

  strokes should overlap your previous pass 50 to 

  75% to prevent water trails. When squeegeeing 

  towards an overlapped edge stop short leaving 

  about 4”(10cm) not squeegeed. This will prevent 

  contamination from the frame getting under the film.

 f. Once the film is 

  tacked to the window, 

  using a utility knife 

  cut the corners at a 

  45 degree angle. 

  This will prevent 

  creasing when 

  trimming the edges 

  in the next step.
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Diagram 1
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 g. Remove overlapping material using a trim guide 

  and razor knife.

 h. Spray solution on the film and squeegee the edges. 

  Squeegeeing along the frame edge will reduce the 

  chance of contamination being picked up by the 

  squeegee which could scratch the film requiring film 

  replacement.

(NOTE: With proper squeegeeing technique one pass is 

sufficient to mount film, reducing your installation time 

and physical effort.)

  Finish

 a. Using a five-way tool or hard card wrapped in a lint 

  free towel systematically work around the window to 

  dry the edges of the film and frame. Rotate towel 

  frequently to reduce the chance of scratching due 

  to contamination from the frame and maximize 

  solution absorption.

 b. Step back and inspect your work. View the window  

   at various angles to check for proper water removal 

  and for contamination under the film. Depending 

  on the type of film installed you may be able to 

  squeegee excess solution out and remove 

  contamination without creating a permanent 

  defect in the film.
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